AGENDA

« CDG HOS – SPIRITS SECTOR »
in Brussels, rue de la Loi 130
11th floor- Meeting room: A
on Friday 15 March 2019, from 09:30 to 13:00

1. Study on "The Civil Dialogue Groups for the Common Agricultural Policy – Analysis of EU Policy Consultation" (information point)

2. Spirit drinks regulation - update on developments and discussion on ongoing concerns

3. Technical files for GIs - update from COM

4. Brexit


6. Labelling - ingredient / nutrition - implementing the March 2018 commitment

7. Labelling - origin labelling (Regulation775/2018) - developments regarding the treatment of GI spirits

8. Labelling - new language requirements in Romania (sector’s presentation)

9. Ireland - public health bill

Joao ONOFRE
Head of Unit
Enclosure: Financial rules

c.c.: MS Imperio, Iusco, MM Scannell, Onofre, Cianfoni, Van der Stappen

**Interpretation** foreseen from FR - DE - EN - IT – ES - PL to FR - DE - EN - IT – ES - PL

(please note that interpretation of a language will be cancelled if no participants for that language have registered in time for the meeting)

**The deadline for the registration:** 11 March 2019 (23h00)